Scheme Changes

Sliproads

The original design
required widening the
motorway, removal of
established trees and the
widening of Caton Road
bridge. The new design
reduces the impact on the
nearby properties.

The existing northbound
on and off sliproads which
are very substandard are
replaced with a complete
new layout.
The northbound on
sliproad (not shown on this
plan) has a two lane
merge so increasing
capacity and safety.

The existing sliproads are
substandard with
substandard deceleration
lengths, poor sight lines
and two way traffic on the
same carriageway.

Further work has been
done to the design of the
Park and Ride - it’s
capacity has been
increased by over 100 car
parking spaces to over
600 spaces.
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Changes to the Sliproads
Following consultation with the Highways Agency
(who are responsible for the M6 and the sliproads at
Junction 34), agreement was reached on an
amended layout for the southbound on and off slip
roads.
The existing layout at Junction 34 is sub standard,
as any regular user will readily agree. This is
because when the Lancaster Bypass (now the M6)
was built in 1960 the junction was built as a
temporary measure as it was thought that the
Heysham Link would quickly follow with a new
junction on the M6 just north of the river.
The design proposed in 2005 required widening of
the motorway bridge over Caton Road and the
demolition and rebuilding of the Grimeshaw Lane
bridge.
By tweaking the design, it has now been possible to
fit a fully compliant off-sliproad and on-sliproad
without affecting the Caton Road bridge or the
Grimeshaw Lane bridge.
This saves not only money but results in less impact
on motorway users and those living near the works.

Key
Current Proposals

The previous design
meant that Grimeshaw
Lane bridge had to be
demolished and rebuilt.
Not having to do this not
only saves money but also
avoids extensive traffic
management and
motorway closures.

Original 2005 Proposal
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This drawing shows Lancashire County Council's current proposals. These may be subject to change because of development in the detail design or statutory processes.

The design of the
northbound off slip road
has not changed from the
original proposals - it will
have a two lane diverge
creating greater and safer
capacity.

The proposed southbound
on slip road has a two lane
merge layout providing
greater and safer capacity.

